Lisa Siegel Belanger
Attorney at Law
300 Andover Street, No. 194
Peabody, MA 01960
_____________
(978) 998-2342
February 28, 2015
BY CERTIFIED MAIL/RRR
Governor Charlie Baker
Massachusetts State House
Office of the Governor
Room 280
Boston, MA 02133
Dear Governor Baker:
In this package, I have provided you concrete, actual and objective documentation proving that
the Massachusetts Probate & Family Court system has been used by public officials (attorneys,
judges and legislators) to literally embezzle and money launder for, approximately, 30 years—
the flagrant and blatant “business-as-usual” lawlessness by our public officials and the gross
absence of oversight within the State infrastructure.
On February 12, 2015, I filed a federal civil RICO Complaint with supporting documentation in
the U.S. District Court of Massachusetts (Lisa Siegel Belanger and Devora C. Kaiser v. BNY
Mellon Asset Management, et al. Docket No: 1:15CV10198). For over the past two years, I
have, personally, scoured public files in the various Massachusetts Probate & Family courts and
have compiled actual court documents that show an established scheme of financial exploitation
embedded in the Probate & Family Court system—and, while public officials have done so, they
have wreaked havoc for countless numbers of elderly people and their families (not limited to
forcing elders out of their own homes into nursing homes, isolating elders from their family,
needlessly drugging elders with antipsychotics, hastening of death, and extortion).
The enclosed 6 CDs contain the Complaint and supporting documentation filed with the
U.S. District Court—all the information on the CDs is filed with the federal trial court and is
publicly accessible. In effect, the filed Complaint lays out the manifesto of the criminal
enterprise established within the Massachusetts Probate & Family Court system. The main
modus operandi being: isolate, medicate, and then liquidate.
The Federal Complaint and other initial pleadings are on the CD labeled: “Initial Pleadings”
(Civil action and category sheets, Caption of the Complaint, Table of Contents, Table of
Exhibits, and Notice of Filing). All the other CDs pertain to the Exhibits referenced in the
Complaint.
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Given the comprehensive and detailed nature of the Complaint, I have enclosed a hard copy of:
 the Table of Contents, which gives an overview of the Complaint;
 the Table of Exhibits, which enumerates and describes the actual accompanying
documents;
 the summary of the Complaint describing the scope of the law suit; and
 the Claims section, which specifies the causes of actions.
These materials provide a streamlined way to digest and review the Complaint, with the
voluminous corresponding evidence.
Every day Massachusetts citizens find themselves thrust into the Probate & Family Court system
unaware of the irreparable harm caused by their being lulled into a false-sense of security
thinking that they are protected from the Probate Court by hiring an attorney to prepare advanced
estate planning documents—protection that is promised by the more than frequent
advertisements played on multiple talk radio stations by estate planning attorneys.
I provide hard cold evidence that Massachusetts Probate & Family Court judges deliberately
disregard these documents as a matter of practice—regardless of the validity of these documents.
I, also, prove with specific and concrete documentation that the state agencies designated for
“elder protective services” are really wolves in sheep’s clothing.

Very truly yours,

Lisa Siegel Belanger
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